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Burberry aims for brand cohesion with
beauty video
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By JEN KING

British apparel brand Burberry is presenting the full look of its  ongoing spring/summer
2014 collection campaign with a social video that marries the marketer's fashions, runway
show and cosmetics to create a well-rounded image.

Many ateliers have turned to livestreaming and posting footage of runway shows to bridge
distances and include all enthusiasts. While most brands have focused on their latest
collections, Burberry emphasized its beauty line and used the spring/summer runway
show as a backdrop.

"Showing models backstage is a great way for the customers to connect to the brand," said
Lauren Bates, email operations specialist at Blue Moon Works, Denver, CO.

"This kind of campaign has the potential to make people feel like they are insiders with
special backstage privileges," she said.

"While featuring the makeup as the star of the campaign helps consumers connect to a
real product."

Ms. Bates is not affiliated with Burberry, but agreed to comment as an industry expert.
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Burberry was unable to comment directly.

Kiss of a rose
To amplify the allure of a branded look, Burberry created a video montage that shows
models having make-up applied in preparation for the spring/summer 2014 runway show
and catwalk footage interspersed with items from the brand’s beauty collection.

Posting the video onto Facebook ensures a global reach. Although essentially an entry-
level product, featuring beauty items alongside apparel shows Burberry’s depth and the
overall image that can be achieved by buying from both sectors.

English Rose video post on Facebook

Burberry’s “English Rose” video is set to singer George Ezra’s “Budapest” and includes a
caption that asks the consumer to discover the English Rose make-up look from backstage
to runway. The video begins with Burberry’s logo appearing against a colorful background
that fades to show a fashion sketch, jewelry and a rose-colored blush.

Next, the camera pans to models having cosmetics applied by a make-up artist with shots
of Burberry’s spring/summer runway show interspersed with various beauty products
found in the coordinating personal care line such as lipsticks, eyeshadows and nail
polishes.
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Video still

The video continues in a loop-like fashion by again showing a different model having her
make-up applied and close-up shots of Burberry’s beauty products. The video then shows
the model walking down the runway followed by a detailed shot of the fabrics worn
during the fashion show.

The approximately 70-second video ends with the featured models standing together
before the Burberry logo appears once again.

Embedded Video: //www.youtube.com/embed/FriUUWY1U5U

English Rose - Burberry Make-up

Burberry’s latest collection of apparel and beauty products features “luminescent shades
of rose pink and sage green [that] reflect the runway palette, presented in a spectrum of
textures.” To give a more detailed look at the products featured in the collection Burberry
included a second Facebook post dedicated to its cosmetics in relation to the
spring/summer apparel.

English Rose beauty collection Facebook post

Recently, Burberry has elevated the status of its  newly launched beauty collection with its
introduction of the Burberry Beauty Box, a digitally-enhanced storefront located in
London’s Covent Garden (see story).

Consistent campaigns
The fashion house generally wastes no time in swapping out the old with the new.

For example, Burberry cast a crop of young British stars in its spring 2014 print advertising
campaign to bring its classic style to a younger generation.

The brand premiered its ad, which features both model newcomers such as Jean
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Campbell and celebrities including actor Jamie Campbell Bower, across its social media
accounts. By tapping into a younger talent pool, Burberry is able to appeal to fans of the
stars and show that its iconic aesthetic is for all ages (see story).

In addition, Burberry is keeping fashion enthusiasts up-to-date with its latest collections
through a mobile advertisement on New York magazine’s The Cut.

The brand’s ad meshes neatly with The Cut’s content by minimizing text, abstaining from
a call-to-action and featuring a campaign shot that could plausibly be seen on the
magazine’s homepage. By making these stylistic moves, Burberry seems to be more
interested in using mobile as a platform to cultivate brand interest rather than ignite sales
(see story).

Also, by placing such emphasis on its beauty collection Burberry is noting that without
 well-applied make-up the spring/summer fashions may not look as well-executed.

"Showing the models in the make-up chair and on the runway gives the make-up a life of
its own by becoming a focal point in and of itself," Ms. Bates said.

"Burberry, in this video, is showing the spring/summer 2014 show as a holistic event,
where every instance is focused on the new make-up collection," she said.

"There is an added benefit to Burberry in using models because of their social value.
Many models have social accounts and are followed by people around the globe."

Final Take
Jen King, editorial assistant on Luxury Daily, New York

Embedded Video: //www.youtube.com/embed/ypGjHSxX_ZQ
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